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Abstract: Field studies of networks have uncovered a preference to befriend people we perceive
as similar according to some dimensions of our identity (“homophily”). Lab studies of network
formation games have found that adherence to social norms of reciprocity and inequity aversion
are also drivers of network choices. No study so far has attempted to investigate the role of both
homophily and social norms in a controlled environment. At the beginning of our experiment,
each player fills in a personal profile. Each player then views the profile of all other players and
expresses a degree of perceived similarity between his/her profile and the profile of the other player.
At this point, a repeated network formation game ensues. We find that: (1) potential homophily
considerations triggered by the profile rating task did not measurably change the players’ behavior
compared to the baseline; (2) reciprocity plays a significant role in the formulation of the players’
strategies, in particular lowering the probability that the player naively best responds to the network
observed in the previous period. We speculate that reciprocation of past choices might be a more
“available” aid in strategy-formulation than considerations related to the similarity of the other players.

Keywords: networks; identity; heterogeneity; homophily; reciprocity; inequity

JEL Classification: C91; D85; D01

1. Introduction

Previous literature has tried to isolate the determinants of behavior observed in social networks.
A robust finding is that people tend to choose friends who are similar to them, a phenomenon that
the the literature since [1] calls “homophily”, the subject of a vast scholarship.1 In an influential study
using data from American high schools, Currarini et al. [9] found that homophily is widespread,
especially within the Caucasian and African-American subpopulations. The theoretical model
presented in this paper shows that to generate homophily, one needs both biased preferences and a
matching technology that is biased towards people with whom we share features. The authors of [10]
found evidence in an all-girls school in Pasadena, CA, that the bigger the social distance between

1 Cf., among many others, [2], discussing how homophily shapes the information channels and human sociality of
the decision makers; [3] for a theoretical model that can accommodate type-dependent biases in network-based
searches for connections; [4,5] for personalization in content retrieval on the web; [6], discussing the role of homophily
to improve recommendation performance on the web; [7], studying homophily in recommendations on social
media; [8], studying the relationship between homophily in the choice of instrumental relationships and performance in
knowledge-intensive organizations.
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two friends, computed through the length of the shortest path between them, the less the “proposing
friend” gives to a “receiving friend” in a dictator game. While features of the network are predictive
of dictator giving, personal features are not. The authors found that personal features like ethnicity
that the pupils share are instead important predictors of whether they state they are “friends”, again
evidence of homophily.2

Homophily can only play a role in the interaction among heterogeneous players, i.e., players
who differ along some socially significant aspect of their identity. The work in [13] surveyed different
strategies in recent economic scholarship to model identity, the most influential attempt being perhaps
that of [14], based on a utility function that includes, among other things, one’s identity or self-image
(cf. also [15], discussing the problem of affiliation to multiple groups). Several recent contributions
tried to spell out the way in which homophily and identity might shape network behavior. In [16], the
payoff of the players explicitly depended on the social distance between the features of the players.
The model of [17] generated, among other results, insights into the dynamics of homophily over the
lifespan of a “networking” individual.

The existing experimental literature on network formation games has shown that adherence to
social norms of reciprocity and inequity aversion are important predictors of the players’ behavior
(cf., e.g., [18,19]). To the best of our knowledge, no experimental study has attempted to investigate
the role of both homophily and social norms in network choices.3

In our experiment, each player fills in a profile (longer in Treatment 1, shorter in Treatment 2)
where he/she can disclose demographic and hobby-related information to the other group members.
Each player is then shown the profiles of the other players and is asked to express the degree
of perceived similarity between the profile of each of the other players and his/her own profile.
The players then repeatedly decide whether they wish to link or not to the other group members.
The experiment is in discrete time, and all links are unmade at the end of each round. Links require no
mutual consent, are insensitive to the presence of intermediaries and, once established, benefit both
players, regardless of who has paid to create the link in a certain round (two-way flow of benefits).
This network formation game was first studied by [24]. It shares some features with a social dilemma:
each player prefers to be linked to the others, but has a preference for the others to pay for the links to
be established.

We hypothesize that reciprocity and inequity aversion play a role in our experiment. After each
round, the players see the full network, which shows all connections that were created in that round
(and those that were not). An assessment of the other players’ intentions to link is therefore possible,
a necessary intermediate step for reciprocity concerns to arise (cf. [25,26]). The display of the network
in each round’s feedback stage also allows players to compute everyone’s payoff. Inequity aversion
might arise following an assessment of the distance between one’s own and someone else’s (or the
average) payoff.

A concern is whether our choice of network formation game, especially two-way flow of
information, defaults inequity aversion and reciprocity to play a role in our experiment. Many possible
networks are possible as a result of the strategic interaction, ranging from more egalitarian, when all
players create a link, to highly asymmetric, as in the case in which one player links to everyone else (the
“center-sponsored” star, in the language of [24]). The game we chose does not seem, therefore, to default
inequity aversion to play a role. The game we chose offers, instead, somewhat unconducive conditions
for reciprocity to arise, especially if subjects learn naively (i.e., they best respond to the network
observed in the previous period, assuming everyone else confirms his/her choice). If reciprocity
is observed nevertheless, this might be taken as further evidence of the strength and stability of
reciprocity in the set of human motivators (cf., e.g., [27,28]).

2 Other recent studies of homophily in adolescent behavior include [11,12].
3 Several papers have studied the relation between group identity and behavior in social dilemma and trust games in the lab

(cf., e.g., [20–23]), where group identity is usually constructed in the lab, and it is unconnected to the identity of the players.
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Homophily might also play a role, as the participants have access to the profiles of the other
players throughout the experiment. The most obvious hypothesis is that players will link preferably
to those they perceive as similar. Our analysis is exploratory regarding which of the three forces
(homophily, reciprocity or inequity aversion) is prevalent in our controlled environment.

We find that similarity does not change in any measurable way the behavior of the players.
Previous studies have found that heterogeneity induced by the experimenter by breaking the full
symmetry of the players promotes convergence to equilibrium ([29]). Heterogeneity linked to personal
features of the participants seems, instead, not to be equally “available”4 in strategy formulation.
Reciprocity considerations discourage naive best responses. In some empirical specifications of our
regression model, players are more likely to create a link to an opponent if that opponent created
a link in the previous period. Inequity aversion does not seem to have a measurable impact on the
players’ choices.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we present our results. Section 3 discusses our
findings. Section 4 presents the full experimental design and the hypotheses that motivate it.

2. Results

2.1. The Dataset

While adherence to social norms is a traditional territory of inquiry for experimental economics
(cf. [31] and the references cited therein), studying homophily in the laboratory is a novel aspect of
our study, and it presents several challenges. The experimenter needs to ensure that the privacy of
the participants’ features and choices is preserved. Relatedly, the students are randomly matched into
groups of strangers and learn of potential common traits or tastes in the lab. Homophily concerns might
therefore only arise after the experimental groups are formed. The compromise solution we devised
was to allow the students to release to the other group members information about themselves, using
questionnaire responses. The design of our treatment studies is summarized in Figure 1: following the
usual formalities (instructions and comprehension test), groups are randomly formed. The participants
then fill in a profile. After, each participant rates each opponent in terms of perceived similarity. Finally,
the participants play a repeated network formation game. The experiment concludes with the payment
of the experimental earnings. The control study is a repeated network formation game, without profile
and rating stages.

4 The classical contribution discussing the “availability heuristic”, in terms of exaggerating the probability of events or, in our
case, past choices, that can be easily recalled, is [30].
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Figure 1. A summary of the experimental design (treatment studies)
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Figure 1. A summary of the experimental design (treatment studies).

We recruited 90 Simon Fraser University students to participate in our study. Twenty subjects
played our TG1 (four independent groups), our treatment study featuring a longer profile; 30 subjects
the TG2 (six independent groups), our treatment study featuring a shorter profile; and 40 subjects the
CG (eight independent groups), the control study featuring no profile (and no rating). Each group
interacted for 20 rounds, with fixed IDs. No subject participated more than once in any of our sessions.
Sessions lasted on average 90 min, and subjects earned on average 15 Canadian dollars, including a
show-up fee. We have evidence that the rating was done consistently in TG1 and TG2, as measured by
the correlation between our two measures of similarity (number of attributes shared and proximity of
the rated participant’s attributes to the rater’s); we have evidence also that the perception of similarity
is mutually shared, i.e., there is a high correlation between i’s rating of j and j’s of i. The average degree
of similarity in each group was approximately the same, and the sessions were gender-balanced.

2.2. Descriptive Statistics

Table 1 shows the descriptive statistics of the three key dependent variables: the decision to create
a link (link), whether two players are directly connected (i.e., either i linked to j or j linked to i) and
whether the decision in a round was a naive best response to the network observed in the previous
period (bestresp5). As explained further below, each participant (pers for short) had four ids in each
round, which tell us whether that participant had linked or not to each of the four opponents in each
round. Standard errors were clustered at the level of each participant.

5 This variable was computed for the last five rounds of play. We focus on the last five rounds because the subjects are likely
to have gained considerable familiarity with the game and the other players’ behavior by then.
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics.

Coefficient (Std. Err. )

Variable: link

Control 0.272 (0.021)
TG1 0.35 (0.046)
TG2 0.283 (0.014)

Variable: connected

Control 0.461 (0.019)
TG1 0.552 (0.035)
TG2 0.467 (0.025)

Variable: bestresp

Control 0.39 (0.046)
TG1 0.23 (0.043)
TG2 0.393 (0.057)

Standard errors adjusted for 90 clusters in pers (i.e., at the level of the participant).

Even in an environment like ours in which the marginal benefit of creating a link in an empty
network is higher than the marginal cost (cf. Equation (5) in Section 4 below), participants chose on
average not to create a link. This behavior was a result most likely of the belief that a path would
exist to other players even if one paid for no link. The probability that any two participants were
directly connected was roughly 50%. The proportion of naive best responses was consistent with
earlier findings ([32]).

In order to gain insights into the effectiveness of our manipulation (the profile and the rating),
we grouped responses from the two treatments together and conducted a two-sample Wilcoxon
rank-sum (Mann–Whitney) test to verify whether the medians of link, connected and bestresp were the
same in all treatments vs. the control. The null was rejected in all three cases (z = −3.525, −3.354 and
2.730, respectively), a first sign of the effectiveness of our manipulation (profile and rating).

Figure 2 is a histogram of the average number of links formed by the players in each round,
for the two treatments and the control. The modal choice is to form one link in the three subplots.

Figure 2. Number of links formed on average by the players, by study.
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Figure 3 shows the average number of links created in each period t, where the mean is across the
players in each round of play. Although no clear trend is apparent in TG1, in TG2 and the Control a
tendency is apparent to choose fewer links in the final rounds compared to the initial rounds.

Figure 3. Average number of links in each round.

We now try to explain the behavior of the players through the measure of similarity we collected
at the beginning of the experiment, as well as through reciprocity and inequity aversion considerations.
For this analysis, only the data from TG1 and TG2 are useful, as the Control did not include the profile
and rating stages. The sample size for regression analyses was therefore restricted to 50 participants.

2.3. Constructing a Panel

Participants in our experiment were observed repeatedly making choices. The most natural choice
of the class of estimators for this dataset was panel data estimators. The obvious choice for the time
identifier of our panel was the round number. The choice of the individual identifier was less obvious.
In each round, every participant (abbreviated as pers) made four binary choices, i.e., whether one
wants to link or not to the four opponents each player faces in his/her group. Panel data analysis
required that each individual identifier be observed once in each time identifier. To take care of this
constraint, we assigned to every pers four different id’s. The individual identifier of our panel was id.
id considered each participant in relation to each opponent. Each pers had therefore four id’s. These
“couples” were fixed for the purpose of estimation (i.e., each id was observed for 20 rounds of play).

2.4. The Data Generating Process

A first way to specify our regression model is shown in Equation (1):

yid,t = αid + β1attsharedid + β2avsimilid + β3crossimilid + β4lag1otherlinksid,t+

+β5lag1bettero f fid,t + β6tg1 + εid,t
(1)
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The dependent variables (y) are the decision to link by id (t = 1, ..., 20; id = 1, ..., 40006) and
whether the link decision taken was a naive bestresponse (t = 16, ..., 20; id = 1, ..., 10007). attshared is
the number of personal features the two players shared, as expressed by each id in the rating; avsimil is
the average degree of similarity to the vector of personal features of the other player, expressed also in
the rating stage of the experiment (Likert-scale from one, very dissimilar to five, very similar, averaged
for all dimensions that were rated to end up with a single number); crossimil is a multiplicative
interaction term of attshared and avsimil that we added to account for the high correlation between
the two measures of similarity; lag1otherlinks is a dummy variable that was equal to one if j linked
to i in period t− 1; lag1bettero f f is a dummy variable equal to one when the difference between i’s
payoff at t− 1 and the average payoff in his/her group at t− 1 was positive (zero in all other cases);
tg1 is a dummy variable for TG1: β6 captures the marginal effect of having a longer questionnaire and
evaluating the other player on several extra dimensions.

Model (1) allows each cross-sectional unit (id) to have a different intercept. If one makes the
additional assumptions that αid and the error term εid,t are i.i.d., we have the well-known random
effects (RE) model ([33], p. 700).

An alternative specification of our data generating process (DGP) is the so-called fixed effects
(FE) model (Equation (2)). This model estimates a transformed Equation (1) without αid and the
time-invariant regressors (cf. [33], p.750).

yid,t − yid = β1(lag1otherlinksid,t − lag1otherlinksid)+

+β2(lag1bettero f fid,t − lag1bettero f f id) + (εid,t − εid)
(2)

A final specifications is the so-called mixed model [34,35], shown in Equation (3). The mixed
model is Model (1) augmented with the unit-specific mean of time-varying regressors:

yid,t = αid + β1attsharedid + β2avsimilid + β3crossimilid + β4lag1otherlinksid,t+

+β5lag1bettero f fid,t + β6tg1 + β7lag1otherlinksid + β8lag1bettero f f id + εid,t
(3)

Equation (3) can also be rewritten as in Equation (4):

yid,t = µid + β1attsharedid + β2avsimilid + β3crossimilid + β4lag1otherlinksid,t+

+β5lag1bettero f fid,t + β6tg1 + εid,t
(4)

In Equation (4), the individual effect µid now includes the averages of the time-varying regressors
(cf. [33], p. 719). The pros and cons of Models (1), (2) and (4) are discussed in the next section.

2.5. Challenges to Consistent Estimation

Our dependent variables of interest are binary. A choice must be made between linear probability
models available for panel data and non-linear estimation methods for panel data (such as probit).
The estimated coefficients retain the traditional marginal-effect interpretation only in the case of linear
probability models, and thus, this is our preferred estimation method.8

Some of our key regressors, like the measures of similarity, are time-invariant. For the estimation
of the coefficients of these time-invariant variables, we can only rely on the RE (Equation (1)) or the
mixed (Equation (4)) models.

6 The number is thus obtained: 50 participants in our treatment sessions × 4 opponents in each round × 20 rounds of
play = 4000.

7 The number is thus obtained: 50 participants × 4 opponents in each round × the last 5 rounds of play = 1000.
8 There are also other technical reasons for not using nonlinear estimation. It is not possible to use panel probit in the FE

framework presented below, due to simplification issues. Logit transforms the dependent variable in such a way that in the
transformed model, it takes a value equal to one if yit switches from zero to one, and zero if yit switches from one to zero (cf.
[36]).
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To obtain consistent estimates of the parameters of interest, the RE model requires the assumption
of strong exogeneity: E[εit|αi, Xi] = 0. This assumption can be tested through a robust version of the
Hausman test, detailed below. Furthermore, if Model (1) is correctly specified, then the RE estimator is
consistent and asymptotically efficient. The FE estimator is always consistent, possibly though not the
most efficient because of the transformation it requires (cf. [33], pp. 716–717).

The mixed model (Equation (4)), sometimes also called “hybrid” or “correlated random effects”,
gives us fixed-effects estimates of time-varying variables, but allows also the inclusion of time-invariant
variables, estimated in a random effects framework. The mixed approach might outperform FE and
RE in finite samples ([37]). The mixed model uses the logic of the Hausman–Taylor model (cf. [33],
p. 761), in which the researcher must make the difficult choice of which regressors are endogenous
(with respect to the unobserved effects) and which are exogenous. The assumption of Model (3) is that
all time-varying regressors (reciprocity and inequity aversion) are endogenous and all time-invariant
regressors (the measures of similarity) are exogenous (cf. [33], p. 761). This assumption appears
plausible in our setup.

A standard Hausman test can be used to check the plausibility of the additional assumptions of
the RE model (compared to the FE model). A shortcoming of this test is that it requires the αid and εid,t
to be i.i.d., an assumption that does not hold “if cluster-robust standard errors for the RE estimator
differ substantially from default standard errors” ([38], p. 261). Our panel suffers most likely from
clustering problems at the level of the participant. Two (equivalent) robust Hausman tests for data
affected by clustering issues are available and detailed in [38] (p. 262) and [39], respectively. These tests
take explicitly into consideration clustering problems in the panel and are based on the procedure
described in [40]. This a test of the overidentifying restrictions in the RE model, considering the less
onerous orthogonality restrictions of the FE model. If the test is in the rejection area, this is a rejection
of the over-identifying restrictions of the RE model and evidence in favor of FE. The Hausman test
with link as the dependent variable rejects the null hypothesis of exogeneity of the random effects
(Sargan–Hansen statistic 97.97, p < 0.01). We also reject the null when bestresp is the dependent variable
(Sargan–Hansen statistic 9.60, p < 0.01). The Hausman test results alert us to the risks of drawing
inferences only based on the RE model, but should not be taken as definite evidence against RE
estimates. The Hausman test might not provide reliable guidance on which approach to follow ([41]).
It has been observed that occasionally, it is preferable to use RE when this involves a small enough
bias, rather than choosing the less precise FE estimator ([41]). The approach we follow in the next
section is to display the output using RE, FE and mixed estimation.9

Another challenge is the estimation of the asymptotic variance matrix for inference.
Every participant has four id’s, requiring clustering at the level of pers.10 We use the
bootstrapping method to estimate the asymptotic variance matrix, correcting for clustering in pers.11

Simulation methods for the standard errors are available in the statistic software for both linear and
nonlinear (probit and logit) estimation methods, while clustering is only available for linear estimators,
another reason why we concentrate on linear estimators. The number of clusters (50) seems congruous.

2.6. Estimation Results

Using link as the dependent variable (Table 2), the two main similarity measures are positively,
but insignificantly correlated with the decision to link in all three models.

9 All statistical analyses were performed using STATA 13 (StataCorp LP).
10 We do not consider using heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors. In a panel setting, it is typically more important to

correct for correlation in cluster errors, compared to correcting for heteroskedasticity alone ([33], p. 707).
11 The STATA R© command is vce(bootstrap, reps(500)) cluster (pers).
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Table 2. link as the dependent variable. RE, random effects; FE, fixed effects.

Variable RE FE Mixed

attshared 0.0855 0.0581
avsimil 0.0106 0.0231
crossimil −0.0215 −0.0148
lag1otherlinks 0.04884 * 0.033 0.033
lag1betteroff −0.0191 0.0034 0.0034
tg1 0.013 0.0717
Averages (omitted)
Intercept (omitted) (omitted) (omitted)

R2 0.029 0.011 0.093

* The coefficient is significant at 5%.

We found evidence of reciprocity motives playing a role in increasing the propensity to link from
RE estimation. As a robustness check, we have also used the single personal features the subjects
shared (or not) as regressors (for example, if the subjects claimed to be of the same gender), instead of
the aggregate measure attshared that measured the number of personal features the subjects claimed
to share. These regressors were also not significant. As a further robustness check, we used the
observations from Round 1 only (a cross-section), but did not find evidence of similarity driving
choices, even in the first round. Furthermore, being better off in round t− 1 did not measurably impact
round t behavior.

Using bestresponse as the dependent variable (Table 3), we found evidence that reciprocity
considerations negatively affect the decision to naively best respond to the network observed in
the previous period, in all three models.12 Possible explanations for this finding are i’s desire to
reciprocate; or the fear that j might stop paying to form a link, because of inequity aversion or spite.
The explanatory power of our regression models was generally low, a result that was due both to the
exclusion of unnecessary variables that would raise the R2 (mixed estimation, which augments the
model with the averages of time-varying regressors, had in fact much higher R2), but also to the very
high degree of experimentation that took place in game, as shown in Figure 3.

Table 3. bestresponse as the dependent variable.

Variable RE FE Mixed

attshared −0.0707 −0.0603
avsimil 0.0541 0.0479
crossimil 0.0007 -0.002
lag1otherlinks −0.1366 *** −0.0957 * −0.1236 **
lag1betteroff −0.0106 −0.036 −0.0525
tg1 0.0488 0.0146
Averages (omitted)
Intercept (omitted) (omitted) (omitted)

R2 0.075 0.008 0.12

* (**) [***]: the coefficient is significant at 5% (1%) [0.1%].

2.7. Relation to Previous Literature

Previous studies found that with a two-way flow of benefits and homogenous players, the players
rarely achieved full coordination on a Nash equilibrium ([18,32]). The authors of [18] explained

12 As a robustness checks, we re-ran all regressions after dropping the observations in which the player had a payoff of zero in
round t− 1. In those instances, the hypothesized positive relationship between being better off in the previous round and
creating links at t did not hold (cf. Section 4). Signs, magnitudes and p-values were unaffected.
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this finding as a result of social norms of symmetry interfering with naive best response dynamics.
Asymmetry in their paper resulted from one player paying for all links, while all others enjoyed the
benefits of the network, without incurring any cost. This network was an equilibrium of the network
formation game with two-way flow of information and no decay, as proven by [24], but it resulted in
an inequitable distribution of payoffs between the sponsor of all links and the other players. The role of
inequity remained elusive in our experiment. There were, however, differences in design between [18],
featuring homogeneous players, and our study.

The authors of [29] argued that the low frequency of Nash equilibrium networks in Falk and
Kosfeld’s study was caused by the homogeneity of the players that aggravated the problem of
coordinating. The authors broke the homogeneity by granting: one player the possibility of forming
links at a cheaper rate in one treatment (low cost); one player higher benefits when other players link to
him/her (high value); two players per group the “high-value” feature; one player the low-cost feature
and another the high-value feature, in each group. The introduction of heterogeneity significantly
increased the likelihood of a Nash equilibrium.

Heterogeneity of the type introduced by [29] cannot give rise to homophilous behavior,
as heterogeneity was created through an experimental manipulation. In our paper, heterogeneity was
brought into the lab by the experimental subjects, and it derived from the naturally occurring variability
in the identity of the players. This heterogeneity was arguably closer to real-world patterns, where it is
hard to imagine the existence of low-cost or high-benefit individuals from inception. We suspect that
in situations in which the special player had to emerge endogenously, the effect of heterogeneity on
convergence to an equilibrium might be significantly more nuanced than in [29].

3. Discussion

In this paper, we study the role of homophily and adherence to social norms in a novel
experimental framework. Table 4 contains a summary of the hypothesized signs for the coefficients of
interest in Equation (1) (cf. Section 4) and our findings. While our hypotheses regarding the way in
which reciprocity interacts with linking choices and naive best responses are confirmed, the effects of
inequity aversion and homophily are elusive.

Table 4. Summary of hypotheses and findings.

Coefficient Hypothesized Sign Finding

link as dependent variable
β1, β2 (similarity) + Null
β4 (reciprocity) + +
β5 (inequity aversion) + Null

bestresponse as dependent variable
β4 (reciprocity) − −

Abstracting from considerations related to the particular population our experimental subjects
were sampled from, a possible explanation for our null finding regarding homophily is that
the computational difficulty of the network formation game shifted the players’ focus from the
personal features of the players to their immediate past choices, shown at the end of every round.
Notwithstanding our efforts to make the personal features of each group member easy to retrieve
during the experiment, personal features might not have been “available” to the participants,
occupied in strategy formulation in a complex repeated game with four opponents. In the experiment,
subjects decided how to allocate their time between at least three different activities. They could recall
or revisit by clicking on the appropriate button on the screen the personal information provided by
the other players; they could study the previous choices and payoffs of the other players; or simply
experiment. It is likely that the last two activities absorbed the attention of the players. In a possible
extension of our study, participants could buy information on the other players and information
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on the strategy they plan to adopt in the network formation game. In our current experimental
design, all information, personal and about past choices of the other players, was provided for free.
This amendment would allow us to measure the demand of the participants for information about the
other players.

Another possible explanation for our finding that the players’ decisions were not affected by
similarity considerations is the lack of a biased matching technology. In the theoretical model of
homophilous behavior in [9], biased preferences are not sufficient to generate widespread homophilous
behavior. One also needs a biased matching technology, i.e., a coordinating device that increases the
probability that two similar individuals meet above pure chance levels. This type of situation is more
likely to arise in field studies, where similar subjects congregate in clubs or associations, rather than
in lab studies where students are randomly assigned to experimental groups. Coupling the possibly
inborn biased preferences of the experimental subjects with a design that features a biased matching
technology seems a promising approach to generate homophilous behavior in the lab in the future.

Another set of concerns is directly attributable to the way our network formation game was
specified, with particular reference to the two-way flow of benefits feature. If a player desires to link to
another player who is rated as similar, he/she needs also to consider whether a path to that player will
exist through links paid by others. Furthermore, it is possible that the profile and rating manipulations
were excessively conservative and that instead having the participants exchange “relational goods”
(cf. [42]), through a direct meeting at the end of the experiment for example, might rescue homophily.
This type of manipulation would, however, violate the standard anonymity conditions in which
economic experiments are usually carried out.

We find evidence that (naively) best responding to the previous period network and reciprocating
past choices are in a negative relation. It is possible that in our study, the subjects were trying, in
subtle ways, to reach an equitable division of the burden of creating a link, by trying for example to
alternate linking decisions, out of a concern for a norm of reciprocity. Institutions might help in this
coordination problem ([43]). Possible ways to study the players’ desire to share the burdens of linking
would be: (i) the introduction of a bargaining stage to determine the division of the cost of linking; (ii)
the introduction of side payments among the players, which could also bring further evidence of the
presence of reciprocity concerns of the players when making linking decisions.

4. Materials and Methods

We studied two treatments and one control. Treatment 1 (TG1) was divided into three phases.
In Phase 1, subjects were assigned randomly to groups composed of 5 players. The subjects were
identified in the course of the session only by a random ID, which was visible to all other group
members. Subjects interacted with the same group members for the entire duration of the session.
After that, the experimenter read the instructions aloud13, and the subjects took a test to ensure that
they understood the way payoffs were calculated (explained further below). Answers were checked
individually by the experimenter.

In Phase 2, subjects filled in a questionnaire using a web-based application. Subjects could provide
information on their gender, age, languages they spoke, their major, favorite sport, political views,
favorite singers, whether the subject usually had an impulsive (vs. reflective) attitude when making
decisions, whether the respondent devoted time to volunteering activities, length of Facebook use
per day, frequency with which the participant talked to his/her family per week and number of text
messages sent.14 We refer to each answer in the questionnaire as a “personal feature” of the subject and
the vector of personal features as his/her “profile”. Subjects could not reveal their identity or name,
as all their questionnaire answers were picked from a drop-down menu with predetermined options.

13 Instructions for all studies can be found in the Appendix A to the paper.
14 The questionnaire for TG1 can be found in the Appendix C to the paper.
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Subjects could decline to provide an answer to each question by simply choosing the “Prefer not to
say/None of the above” option provided for each question. Through their profile, the participants
could share with the other group members basic information on their demographic characteristics,
hobbies and some proxies for sociability. The subjects knew that their profile would be rated by the
other players, and there was no incentive for them to report their features truthfully. We cannot,
therefore, exclude that the players provided answers that they thought would be popular.15

Then, the subjects were asked to “rate” the profiles of the other group members. For each subject
in his/her group (identified by experimental ID), the “rater” had to answer whether each single
personal feature of the “rated” was shared; the rater also expressed a degree of similarity between the
personal feature of the other player and his/her feature, on a Likert scale from 1 to 5, for each single
question of the questionnaire. Figure 4 is a screenshot of part of the page where subjects performed the
rating. The rating of all players in one’s group concluded Phase 2 of the experiment.

In Phase 3, the subjects were asked to choose whether they wanted to link to the other players
in their group. The costs of link formation were incurred only by the person who initiated the link
(cf. [24]). Establishing the relationship required no mutual consent. The benefits of the relationship
accrued, however, to both players i and j, regardless of who paid for the link to be established, a feature
known as two-way flow of benefits (cf. [24], p. 1182). In our experiment, if agent i1 was linked with
some other agent in via a sequence of intermediaries {i2, ..., in−1}, then the benefit that i1 derived from
being indirectly linked to in was insensitive to the number of intermediaries, a feature known as no
decay. The no decay feature of the experiment simplifies the computation of payoffs greatly in each
round of our experiment. Introducing at this point some simple notation allows us to write the payoff
function for the network formation game our participants played.

Figure 4. Rating of the player “555”.

15 The work in [44] reported that individuals make a strategic choice regarding which information to disclose in a public good
game, for example hiding their choices to punish and to contribute little.
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Let N = {1, ..., 5} be the set of players. A strategy of player i ∈ N was a vector gi =

(gi,1, ..., gi,i−1, gi,i+1, ..., gi,5), where gi,j ∈ {0, 1}, i 6= j. i had a link to j if gi,j = 1. Given two-way
flow of benefits, gi,j = 1 allowed both i and j to benefit from the link. We call the set of strategies of
player i Gi and G = G1 × ...× Gn the space of pure strategies of all the players. The strategies of all the
players, summarized in the strategy profile g = (g1, ..., gn) gave rise to a network. The closure of g,
denoted ḡ, is defined by ḡi,j = max{gi,j, gj,i} for each i, j ∈ N. µi(ḡ) was the number of players i had
a path to (the path can have an arbitrary number of intermediaries given no decay), not including
i himself. µd

i (g) denotes the number of players to which i paid to link. The simplest linear payoff
function for this game, first used by [24], reads as follows:

Πi(g) = µi(ḡ)− µd
i (g)c (5)

where c is the cost of forming a link, set at 0.5 in our experiment; and the benefit is given by the number
of agents to which i has a path. Because of its simplicity, this payoff function has been used in earlier
experimental papers (e.g., [18]). Importantly, this payoff function allowed us not to impose on the
subjects a preference structure, in the form of homophily preferences (like, e.g., in [16]) or inequity
averse/intention-based preferences (as, e.g., in [26] or [45], respectively). Whether homophily, social
norms, or both, drove choices is a question we investigate empirically in our controlled environment.

Subjects created a link by clicking on the ID of the other player, an input that created a line on the
screen between the link initiator and the link receiver. The link could be unmade by clicking again on
the ID of the other player. Each participant could retrieve at any point during the game the profile of
the other participants by clicking on a “profiles” button located on the top-right corner of the screen.

Once all players made their choices, the subjects were shown the strategy profile g, as illustrated
in Figure 5. Then, subjects manually computed their payoff and recorded it on a piece of paper
provided. The manual calculation of the payoffs was a way in which we tried to ensure that subjects
paid attention to the network formed in each period. If payoffs were instead simply presented to
the subjects, as customarily done in laboratory studies, subjects could have completely ignored the
previous-period network in the formulation of their next period response. Although subjects computed
their payoffs, payments were made at the end of the session based on the experimenter’s calculation,
as explained in the instructions.

Figure 5. The choices made by all group members, as shown in the feedback stage at the end of
every round.
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The players had a time limit of four minutes to make their decisions, after which the system
imputed a “No links” decision to the player. The subjects repeated the linking decisions for 20 rounds.
At the end of the 20th round, we randomly selected one round, and subjects were paid according to
their earnings in that round, with the exchange rate set at 1 point = $5 Canadian. Participants also
received a show-up fee of $7.

Our second treatment (TG2) is a simple variant of TG1. The questionnaire we used in Phase 2 of
the experiment was shorter, and it included only information on age, languages spoken, gender and
major. The experiment was in all other regards the same as TG1. We devised TG2 to address the
concern that the 12-item questionnaire we used in TG1 might have provided an excessive amount
of information that the subjects did not find very valuable. The four questions that were included in
the TG2 questionnaire were chosen through a non-incentivized survey of Simon Fraser University
undergraduate students (n = 60) in which we asked what the selection criteria they used in their
day-to-day friendship decisions were. The four answers that appeared most often were used in the
TG2 questionnaire.

Our Control (CG) lacks Phase 2 of TG1, i.e., the questionnaire and the rating. After Phase 1,
subjects play the network formation game. This study is essentially a replication of some of the
treatments in [18,32] although with different cost and benefit parameters that affect the comparability
of their findings and ours. The purpose of the control was to gain insights into the determinants of
network formation choices in the absence of any possible role of homophily.

There were three hypotheses we wished to subject to experimental testing:

Hypothesis 1. The similarity between two players predicts whether the two players are directly connected.

We hypothesize that players perceived as similar are linked to more often. Picking links by
perceived similarity is a sound strategy if it is true that subjects have homophilous preferences, which,
as we have seen, is a robust finding in the field literature on networks.

Hypothesis 2. A player is more likely to create links in period t if he/she earned more than the group average in
round t− 1.

This hypothesis is motivated by the likely presence of inequity aversion motives in the players,
as already documented by [18]. If a player earned more than the group average in the previous round,
he/she is likely to increase the number of links he/she pays for in the next round to reduce payoff
differences. Similarly, if the player earned less than the group average, he is likely to reduce the
number of links he/she pays for. This effect must be further checked by excluding from the empirical
analysis the instances in which the player earned zero in the previous round (i.e., he/she paid for no
link and no player linked to him/her). In this case, the player is at a payoff-disadvantage compared to
everyone else (unless everyone else earned zero too, the case of an empty network), and the hypothesis
would predict a reduction of the number of links. This is clearly impossible in the case of zero links.
Furthermore, an inequity-averse player in this case would rather increase links to try to reduce the
payoff differences.

Hypothesis 3. Player j’s decision to create a link to player i in round t is positively associated with i’s decision
to link to j in round t− 1.

We hypothesize that players adhere to a social norm of reciprocity. This norm is fact, hard to
reconcile with the the learning algorithm postulated by [24], i.e., naive best response. If subject i (he)
believes that subject j (she) will link, based on her previous-round choice, then i has no incentive to
link to j, and therefore, i would naively best respond by not positively reciprocating j’s choice. If
on the other hand, i believes that j will not link to him, and player i expects not to have any path to
j, then a naive best responding player i has incentives to link to j, and therefore, i would rationally
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not negatively reciprocate j’s choice of not linking in the previous period, creating instead a link. We
expect that many subjects will forgo naive best responding and will reciprocate past choices, positively
(linking to j if j made a link in period t− 1) or negatively (i.e., avoiding making a link to j if j did not
create a link in the previous period). If reciprocation and naive best responding are indeed alternative
learning algorithms in our repeated network formation game, then we should expect to find a negative
relation between the two variables. This would bring further evidence that some players do not learn
to best respond, but rather they learn, or perhaps are hard-wired, to return kind and unkind acts of the
other players (cf. [26]), “in kind”.
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Appendix A. Instructions: TG1 and TG2

Welcome to this experiment in decision-making. Please read these instructions carefully.
Throughout the experiment you are not allowed to communicate with other participants in any
way. If you have a question please raise your hand. One of us will come to your desk to answer
it confidentially.

During this experiment you will earn experimental points, on the basis of your own decisions and
the decisions of all other players in your group. At the end of the experiment, one round of play will
be picked at random, and everybody will be paid according to his/her earnings in that round. You will
be paid according to the system’s calculation of your payoff. The exchange rate will be: 1 experimental
point = $5. You will be paid your earnings privately and confidentially at the end of the experiment.
You have already earned 1.4 experimental point ($7) for your participation.

In this experiment, you will play with four other players, randomly chosen by the system from
those in the room at this time. For the purposes of this experiment you will be identified only by
the random username you were assigned. Some of the usernames are masculine, some are feminine:
this bears no relationship to the actual gender of the player.

As soon as we finish reading these instructions, you will be asked to enter your username on a
webpage. Notice that the username is the code you randomly picked, and it is NOT your real name.

Then, you will move to TASK 1:
TASK 1: you will fill in a questionnaire asking you to provide, on a voluntary basis, some information
on yourself. This information makes up your “Profile”.

Upon completion of TASK 1, you will move to TASK 2:
TASK 2: you will rate the Profiles of all other players in your group. More details on the rating system
will be provided on the screen.

Upon completion of TASK 2, you will move to TASK 3:
TASK 3: here you will decide whether to link ti other players in your group, and with whom to link.
You will take this decision for 20 times. The link(s) you make in a particular round are valid for that
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round only. In order to create a link to another player, you need to click with your mouse on his/her
username. The choice can be undone by clicking for a second time on the username of the player.

You can make any number of links (0, 1, 2, 3 or 4). All subjects are identified through
their usernames.

You can be “directly linked”, “indirectly linked” or “not linked” with any other member of your
group. You are “directly linked” with another player if:

• you make a link to that player, or
• if that player makes a link to you, or
• if both of you link to each other.

Throughout the experiment we call Neighbors the people in your group that you are directly linked
with. You are “indirectly linked” with another player if that player is not your neighbor but there is a
sequence of links between you and that player.

If there is no sequence of links between you and another player then you are “not linked” (neither
directly nor indirectly) to that player.

For each (direct) link that you make you have to pay some cost: 0.5 experimental points. You also
benefit from being connected with other players: your benefit is equal to the number of people you are
directly or indirectly linked to. Other players also benefit from the number of direct and indirect links
they have (including their links with you).

You do not incur any cost for the links that other players make and other players do not incur in
any cost for the links that you make.

Notice that there is a possibility that you are linked with the same player in more than one way.
However, you only benefit once from being linked to this player.

After everybody in your group has made his/her choice, you will be shown everybody’s choices.
An arrow starting from you pointing to another player (−→) means that you have paid to link to that
player. An arrow starting from another player and pointing towards you (←−) means that that player
has paid to link to you. A leftright arrow (←→) between you and another player means that you have
paid to link to the other player, and so did he/she to you.

You will then be asked to compute your earnings in that round based on the display of choices of
yours and of all other group members.

The table below will help you in calculating your per-round earnings.

Number of links you make

0 1 2 3 4

0 0 - - - -

1 1 0.5 - - -

Number of people you are linked to 2 2 1.5 1 - -

3 3 2.5 2 1.5 -

4 4 3.5 3 2.5 2

The missing numbers in the table are due to the fact that you are always connected to at least the
number of people you have paid to link to.

Notice that at all points during the experiment you are able to retrieve the profiles of the other
players by clicking on the PROFILES button on the screen.

At the end of each round, please compute your earnings and record them on the sheet labelled
“Record of Earnings”, which is on your desk.

In each round, your linking decisions have to be made within 4 min. If you have not taken any
decision by then, the system will input a “no link chosen” decision.
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Appendix B. Instructions: Control

Welcome to this experiment in decision-making. Please read these instructions carefully.
Throughout the experiment you are not allowed to communicate with other participants in any
way. If you have a question please raise your hand. One of us will come to your desk to answer
it confidentially.

During this experiment you will earn experimental points, on the basis of your own decisions and
the decisions of all other players in your group. At the end of the experiment, one round of play will
be picked at random, and everybody will be paid according to his/her earnings in that round. You will
be paid according to the system’s calculation of your payoff. The exchange rate will be: 1 experimental
point = $5. You will be paid your earnings privately and confidentially at the end of the experiment.
You have already earned 1.4 experimental point ($7) for your participation.

In this experiment, you will play with four other players, randomly chosen by the system from
those in the room at this time. For the purposes of this experiment you will be identified only by
the random username you were assigned. Some of the usernames are masculine, some are feminine:
this bears no relationship to the actual gender of the player.

As soon as we finish reading these instructions, you will be asked to enter your username on
a webpage.

Then the experiment will start. You will decide whether to link to other players in your group,
and with whom to link. You will take this decision for 20 times. The link(s) you make in a particular
round are valid for that round only. In order to create a link to another player, you need to click with
your mouse on his/her username. The choice can be undone by clicking for a second time on the
username of the player.

You can make any number of links (0, 1, 2, 3 or 4). All subjects are identified through
their usernames.

You can be “directly linked”, “indirectly linked” or “not linked” with any other member of your
group. You are “directly linked” with another player if:

• you make a link to that player, or
• if that player makes a link to you, or
• if both of you link to each other.

Throughout the experiment we call Neighbors the people in your group that you are directly linked
with. You are “indirectly linked” with another player if that player is not your neighbor but there is a
sequence of links between you and that player.

If there is no sequence of links between you and another player then you are “not linked” (neither
directly nor indirectly) to that player.

For each (direct) link that you make you have to pay some cost: 0.5 experimental points. You also
benefit from being connected with other players: your benefit is equal to the number of people you are
directly or indirectly linked to. Other players also benefit from the number of direct and indirect links
they have (including their links with you).

You do not incur any cost for the links that other players make and other players do not incur in
any cost for the links that you make.

Notice that there is a possibility that you are linked with the same player in more than one way.
However, you only benefit once from being linked to this player.

After everybody in your group has made his/her choice, you will be shown everybody’s choices.
An arrow starting from you pointing to another player (−→) means that you have paid to link to that
player. An arrow starting from another player and pointing towards you (←−) means that that player
has paid to link to you. A leftright arrow (←→) between you and another player means that you have
paid to link to the other player, and so did he/she to you.

You will then be asked to compute your earnings in that round based on the display of choices of
yours and of all other group members.
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The table below will help you in calculating your per-round earnings.

Number of links you make

0 1 2 3 4

0 0 - - - -

1 1 0.5 - - -

Number of people you are linked to 2 2 1.5 1 - -

3 3 2.5 2 1.5 -

4 4 3.5 3 2.5 2

The missing numbers in the table are due to the fact that you are always connected to at least the
number of people you have paid to link to.

At the end of each round, please compute your earnings and record them on the sheet labelled
“Record of Earnings”, which is on your desk.

In each round, your linking decisions have to be made within 4 min. If you have not taken any
decision by then, the system will input a “no linkage chosen” decision.

Appendix C. Longer Questionnaire

1. What is your gender (please choose one)?
a. Male
b. Female
c. Transgender
d. Two Spirited
e. Prefer not to say/None of the above

2. Which languages are you fluent in (multiple checks permitted)?
a. English
b. French
c. Spanish
d. Mandarin
e. Cantonese
f. Arabic
g. Farsi
h. Japanese
i. Prefer not to say/None of the above

3. What is your program (please choose one)?
a. Economics
b. Business
c. Communication
d. Arts
e. Criminology
f. Natural Sciences
g. French
h. General studies
i. Prefer not to say/None of the above

4. What is your age (please choose one)?
a. 18 and under
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b. 19
c. 20
d. 21
e. 22
f. 23 and above
g. Prefer not to say

5. What is your favorite sport activity (please choose one)?
a. Hockey
b. Soccer
c. Football
d. Basketball/Volleyball
e. Badminton/Ping-Pong
f. Tennis
g. Swimming
h. Snowboarding/Skiing
i. Prefer not to say/None of the above

6. How would you describe your political views (please choose one)?
a. Fiscally conservative, socially liberal
b. Fiscally liberal, socially conservative
c. Fiscally and socially liberal
d. Fiscally and socially conservative
e. Green
f. Prefer not to say/None of the above

7. Who is your favorite musician (please choose one)?
a. Britney Spears
b. Sarah McLachlan
c. Shakira
d. Lady Gaga
e. Jay Chou (Jielun Zhou)
f. Madonna
g. David Guetta
h. Andy Liu (Dehua Liu)
i. Ebi
j. Hayedeh
k. Coco Lee (Wen Li)
l. Ghomeyshi
m. Girls’ generation
n. IU
o. Celine Dion
p. Leonard Cohen
q. Eminem
r. Andrea Bocelli
s. Prefer not to say/None of the above

8. How would you describe your behavior before taking a decision (please choose one)?
a. I consider carefully all alternatives, and then decide
b. I only examine few alternatives, until when I find a satisfactory one
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c. Prefer not to say/None of the above

9. Do you participate in a goodwill activity (like volunteering)?
a. Yes
b. No
c. Prefer not to say/None of the above

10. How much time do you spend on Facebook every day?
a. Less than an hour
b. Between 1 and 2 hours
c. More than 2 hours
d. I don’t use Facebook
e. Prefer not to say/None of the above

11. How often do you talk to close relatives during a week?
a. Every day
b. Once a week
c. I rarely talk to my relatives
d. Prefer not to say/None of the above

12. How many text messages do you send every day with your phone?
a. More than 10
b. Between 5 and 10
c. Less than 5
d. I don’t text/ I don’t have a cell phone
e. Prefer not to say/None of the above
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